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Issue 4424, May 2016 
 

Next club meeting: May 23rd, 2016, 7:00 pm, Buffalo West Restaurant, 7101 Camp Bowie 
Blvd  

 
Presidents Corner: by James Meadows  
 
May is half over and the weather has cooperated for the most part.  Hope you all have had the opportunity to get some 

flight time in.  The warbird event was a grand, with 38 pilots, and too many aircraft for me to count.  Thanks Ed!  As I 

mentioned at the last meeting, the club and the field are being sought out by organizations and people from all over the 

state of Texas and in the World.  Just today I was contacted from an individual who is here on business from Sweden and 

he wants to come see the field and perhaps get to fly a bit.  In addition to individuals, several aviation based organizations 

have contacted us about doing static demos, and perhaps a flight demonstration or two.  I don’t have all the details yet, but 

hope to share more with you, at the meeting, next week.  

Speaking of recognition the club was recognized by the AMA for two accomplishments that we should all take a moment to 

relish in.  District VIII Vice-President Lawrence Harville presented a plaque to the club in recognition of the AMA Gold 

Member Club Program, then dedicated Thunderbird Field and as an AMA Historical Site complete with Bronze field 

marker. Very Impressive, special recognition, to Steve Ehlers, Joe Joplin, and Tom Blakeney for all the hard work, they 

did to get the club recognized.  

Upcoming events: June 15th, Old Farts fly-in, July 4th Fun Fly, and in Aug will be our summer float fly.  

We did lose a member during the past month.  Weldon Harrison passed away in the first week of May following a long 

illness.  He was a great support of the thunderbirds, and a great modeler.  His Favorite Aircraft was a Lazy Ace in a plain 

yellow scheme.  He masterfully, built, flew, and rebuilt it a time or two.  He will be missed!  

Please make plans to attend the club meeting, and bring a friend or a fellow club member.   

 Vice Presidents Corner: by Gary Cummings 

No input this month.

April Meeting Minutes; by Bill Lake 
 

• Meeting was opened by James Meadows, President, at 7 PM. 

o James thanked Ken Knotts and his ground crew for superbly preparing the flying field for the Senior Pattern event 
this past weekend. 

 
• Gary Alphin summarized the event happenings, noting that 16 pilots participated including one brand new participant 

… Joshua Tamez (Joey’s son).  It was a great day with no wind in the morning.  Winners were:   
o Expert – Pat Ensign 
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o Advanced – Grant Schroeder 
o Sportsman – Bernie Nelson 
o Novice – Greg Furst (Texas Wings) 

 
o Dave Dingman has returned to flying after a couple of year’s absence and we look forward to seeing him back at the 

field. 
o The next SPA event will be held at Golden Triangle on May 21st.  There is no entry fee for introductory fliers to 

encourage trying it out. 
o Sept 23rd event will be at Thunderbird Field. 
o The overall revenue from the event was $452. 

 

• Ed Kettler discussed Warbirds 20th Anniversary Event “Warbirds Over Lake Benbrook” on May 14th.  0900 Pilot 
Meeting.  Hot dogs and hamburgers.  Need volunteers to assist with food and beverage and managing the raffles. 

o June 10/11 is “Warbirds Over Texas” in W. Dallas. 
 

• The Pylon Race scheduled for May is cancelled.  The next events will be August 20 and November 20/21. 
 

• “Old Farts Fly-In” is scheduled for Wednesday, June 15. 
 

• James commented that the Thunderbirds RC Club is getting noticed and all in a positive way.  Three visitors were at 
the SPA event on Saturday and were very interested in checking us out. 
 

• Show & Tell – 
o Gary James brought his 426 Class Pylon Racer with Quickie Jett Engine.  Good description of Pylon Racing 

requirements for engines, weight, absence of throttle, top speeds, prop size and type, fuel, etc., augmenting the briefing 
he presented at the January meeting.  HobbyCo is coming out with an outstanding new model called QuickV6, designed 
by Jim Allen, winner of the 2014 NATS.  It is 426 Class, all wood and suggested retail price of $199. 

� Gary is going up to Kansas City this weekend to get ideas on running a pylon race.  Will need 10 -12 (non-racing) 
volunteers to help out with the fall race at Thunderbird Field. 

o James Meadows showed his Styrofoam Mig 27 that was developed and produced as a target for U.S. Army gunnery 
practice.  (Editor’s note – no conclusions should be drawn about Army gunner proficiency based on James having an 
unblemished target). 

o Ed Furche showed off (the top side) of his T-28 Trojan from Motion RC, complete with synchronized landing gear and 
nine or ten servos. 

o James Meadows showed one of his three RQ-9 Reapers from Artech with a rear mounted, brushed 480 motor. 
o Joe Jopling showed his T-28 Trojan (upper and lower views), describing it as a “Poor Man’s Version of Ed’s aircraft”.  

It came with ten servos, motor, esc, receiver and transmitter.  He did make some modification to the landing gear to 
provide additional prop clearance with the ground (always a good idea). 

o James Meadows brought in his P-39 Air Cobra constructed with a wood fuselage. 
 

• Secretary (Bill Lake) – the reading of the minutes of the March meeting was deferred following a motion by Mike 
Schroeder, seconded by Ken Knotts.   

o It is requested that all members pay close attention to how the airfield gate locks are attached to ensure their proper 
functionality.  Access was prevented Monday due to the dumpster gate lock being attached only to the Corp’s lock. 
   

• Treasurer (Chris Berardi)    
o The club gained two new members bringing our membership total up to 174.  Savings and checking accounts are 

healthy despite numerous expenses recently and Chris is working on identifying alternative investment options to bring 
in some interest income from our balance.  He anticipates having a presentation to the club officers of proposed Bylaw 
changes by the summer. 

o Chris is building binders for each of the officers outlining the details of roles and responsibilities, designed to facilitate 
the changeovers that occur with new leadership elections each year. 

o The club is planning to distribute, at the request of numerous members, a listing of the club members with contact 
information.  With consideration for those who might not desire to have their contact info shared, Bill Lake took an 
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action to reach out to the membership and request feedback if anyone objects to the sharing of their email and 
telephone info to the members. 
 

• Club Secretary conducted the raffle.   
 

• Safety (Mel Wells) – good flying weather is upon us and attention to detail is paramount.  There will be more fliers so 
application of our normal, highly professional behavior remains imperative.  Any member observing safety violations or 
questionable actions should take immediate action to correct the situation.  When in doubt, act. 

o Also, numerous wildlife has been observed in the area, so use care when driving. 
o With the Bear Creek gate in use again due to high water, slow down.  The speed limit is 20 MPH along that route and 

children reside in that area. 
 

• James Meadows attempted to show a training video on D/R and Exponentials, but it was overcome by meeting 
dismissal. 

Attendees: 
 
Ken Knotts 
Steve Ehlers 
Gary Alphin 
Ed Kettler 
Verne Bell 
Gary James 
Larry Fuller 
Tab Bowland 
Ben Throne 
Dennis Niles 
Ed Furche 

Gary Cummings 
Bill Lake 
Travis Berry 
Mel Wells 
Ian Waring 
Woody Lake 
J.C. Dean 
Tom Blakeney 
Mike Schroeder 
Grant Schroeder 
Mark Ehlers 

Tommy Perry 
Peter Lucas 
Gary Nelson 
Jon Thiebaud 
Talon Thiebaud 
Chip Mull 
Joe Jopling 
James Meadows 
Chris Berardi 

  

From Club Secretary: Bill Lake  
 
I wish to express my appreciation for everyone's cooperation and patience as the Club Membership Roster comes to 
fruition. It is a compilation of many moving parts and getting it right has been a big challenge. The initial version is out 
for everyone's review and there are already (as expected) several changes. I will take all inputs and regularly update 
the list and send out updates, probably quarterly.  
 
The intent of the list is to provide the members with email and phone contact information for use in reaching out for 
assistance, instructions, guidance, or other needs.  
 
There is a lot of experience and talent within the membership, so if you have a particular expertise or area you would 
like to offer to assist other members, please let us know. I would be happy to develop a compilation of such to share 
within the club for the benefit of those who might be looking for some assistance. As I discovered as a newbie to this 
hobby, we don't know what we don't know and when you don't know who to ask, it is a rocky road figuring it out by 
yourself. For example, if you are experienced in rebuilding or fixing gas engines; rebuilding balsa airframes; tail 
draggers; float planes; 3D flying; turbine engine operations; gliders; ground school instruction; or like me, experienced 
in crash recoveries; and you are willing to offer up your time for others, please let me know. 
 
Lastly, the member contact list is internal use only. Please do not pass it outside the club. This is to respect everyone's 
privacy. 
 
Thanks to all 
Bill 
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Treasurers Report: by Chris Berardi 

 

No Report this Month 

 
In Memoriam: Weldon Harrison 
 
With sincere and deep condolences to the Harrison Family. Weldon will be missed by all. Wishing you clear skies and 
gentle breezes 

 

      

Weldon is pictured with daughter Misty 
 
 

SAFETY CORNER 
 

It has been almost 5 months since we had our Black-Eyed-Pea New Year’s Day event. I hope you are all doing well and are 
having a safe year so far. 
I have only a couple of items to mention this month. It pays to be knowledgeable about the electronic speed controls (ESC) 
you are using in all of your models. All ESCs are not alike when it comes to arming your motor. I found out first hand with 
one of my models how important it is to know exactly where your helpers and friends are positioned during the motor 
arming process. I thought my model was not working correctly when the motor would not run with increase in throttle. I 
was checking the reverse/normal function for channel 3 with my Futaba system throttle at minimum (off) with a Great 
Planes type ESC When I changed the switch position for channel 3, the motor went to full speed. It was a surprise that 
should not have happened. Luckily my ground crew was alert and quickly kept the model in check. The bad thing is that I 
was paying attention to my transmitter and had no idea where my helpers were in relation to the aircraft prop. I am the 
safety officer. How embarrassing. It turned out that the arming process was working properly. I was just using the wrong 
procedure for this radio/esc combination. 
Another Item: We are making great progress with our Thursday evening flying and training. We are having fun but we 
have also had some midair collisions as of late. I know they were purely accidental and some situations cannot be avoided, 
but maybe if our spotters could be a little more aware of the airspace around their pilot’s aircraft those incidents could be 
minimized. 
 
Thank you all for being such great RC Model enthusiasts. 

 
Mel wells  safetycoordinator@fwthunderbirds.org 
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Warbird Fly-In May 14th: by Woody Lake 

 
Despite unseasonably cold and windy weather conditions 38 warbird pilots registered for our 20th anniversary Warbird 
Flyin. Aircraft ranged from WWI thru present day fighters. Attrition was low, music was great, and lunch time food was 
super. Nothing like the small and taste of grilled burgers and hot dogs. The following are some photos of the event, you 
missed a good one. 
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HISTORICAL FIELD SITE DEDICATION CERIMONY  

From Left to Right: Tom Blakeney, Chris Berardi, Joe Jopling, Lawrence Harville (District VIII VP), James 
Meadows, and Steve Ehlers 
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Spring SPA Competition (April 23rd) 

Wow, what a beautiful day for our SPA contest.  Winds were 

bright and 16 modelers showed up to show their skills at pattern flying.  The 

future looks bright when you have two pilots under 18 flying and winning their 

class.  Joshua Tamez, 13, flew in his first SPA contest in the Intro class

performed very well.  He is building a Kaos 40 to compete in future SPA 

contest.  Grant Schroeder moved up to Advanced this year and ran away with 

the gold. 

Here is something we seldom see.  No wind at

setup and pilots meeting.  That soon

had a pleasant breeze of

Contest Director Gary Alphin decided we could utilize

lines and there was at least one

the day.  Pilots got 5 rounds in and there was no crashe

all.  The Advanced class had 3 consecutive

wondering what happed to our air! 

Our two Novice pilots had a real shoot-out with Greg Fierst and Frank Cox taking 

turns winning rounds.  Greg finally prevailed in a very close race.

Sportsman class had 6 pilots with 3

this class flying his beautiful Tiger Tail.

an engine that refused run well the enti

but Tommy stayed with it and put in some good rounds.  Bernie and third place 

winner Gary Nelson actually tied for top spot in the third 

 

Wow, what a beautiful day for our SPA contest.  Winds were light; sun was 

bright and 16 modelers showed up to show their skills at pattern flying.  The 

future looks bright when you have two pilots under 18 flying and winning their 

class.  Joshua Tamez, 13, flew in his first SPA contest in the Intro class and 

ery well.  He is building a Kaos 40 to compete in future SPA 

contest.  Grant Schroeder moved up to Advanced this year and ran away with 

Here is something we seldom see.  No wind at all during 

setup and pilots meeting.  That soon changed and we 

had a pleasant breeze of about 10 MPH the rest of the day.  

Contest Director Gary Alphin decided we could utilize 2 flight 

lines and there was at least one airplane in the air most of 

Pilots got 5 rounds in and there was no crashes at 

all.  The Advanced class had 3 consecutive dead stick landings and some were 

out with Greg Fierst and Frank Cox taking 

prevailed in a very close race. 

rtsman class had 6 pilots with 3 winning at least one round.  Bernie Olson won 

this class flying his beautiful Tiger Tail.  Tommy Scarmardo took second place with 

an engine that refused run well the entire flight.  It seemed to lean out and surge 

but Tommy stayed with it and put in some good rounds.  Bernie and third place 

ary Nelson actually tied for top spot in the third roun

Joshua Tamez

 

winning at least one round.  Bernie Olson won 

do took second place with 

It seemed to lean out and surge 

but Tommy stayed with it and put in some good rounds.  Bernie and third place 

d. 

Greg Fierst 

Joshua Tamez 
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Paul Mayhan won the last round and came in fourth followed by Steve Ehlers and Gerry Stanford. 

Grant Schroeder took first place in Advanced with a new Intruder and a terrific color 

scheme.  He only won 4 of the 5 rounds because his engine died on the first 

maneuver in round 3.  Tony Stelly took second with some solid flying.  Gary Alphin 

took third with a dead stick on 2 of his rounds.  Chris Berardi took fourth because he 

also had serious engine problems all day.  Chris came in second in the last round 

when he finally got a good motor performance. 

Perennial Expert winner Pat Ensign again took the top spot flying Curare over second 

place winner Bill Vogeley with Ken Knotts taking third.  Pat won every round with Bill 

and Ken barely getting into the 89% category. 

It was a great day for flying with some very good pilots. There not a single 

crash all day!  We are looking forward to the next contest at Golden Triangle 

put on by Frank Cox on May 21. 

    

 

PYLON RACING 101, Part 1of 4: by Scott Smith NMPRA District VP edited for FW Thunderbirds by G. James 

This is a basic look at AMA Pylon racing with special attention for a new racer to the AMA 424 Sport Quickie class. In this 

document I will give you some basic overall view of pylon racing, what you should do to prepare your equipment, set-up, 

race day breakdown of spotter/caller & pilot duties as well as how to make sure you are ready for the next heat while in the 

pits. This is by no means an all-inclusive guide, and some of the methods I use may or may not be right for everyone. I 

would suggest you use it as an informational guide to get you started, and then modify and add what you learn that works 

best for you. Good luck, and get ready to have a ton of FUN! 

Q500 Aircraft availability 

The first thing that you will need is an airplane or two.  There are two official classes of Quickie 500 racing, known as AMA 

Event 424 (Sport Quickie) and AMA Event 426 (Super Sport Quickie).  The dimensional and weight requirements for the 

classes are identical.  The primary differences are the type of engine(s) allowed, and that hollow molded composite wings 

and tails are not allowed in 424.  However, molded fuselages ARE allowed in 424.  There are only 2 ARF’s currently 

available for Q-500.  The Quik V6 (designed by AMA RC Pylon Contest Board Chairman Jim Allen) is the latest release 

and is an outstanding airplane which is legal and fully capable of winning either class.  A Quik V6 “woodie” won the 2014 

NATS in 426 proving that a composite airplane is not necessary to stand on the winners’ platform.  The assembly manual 

for the Quik V6 is a racing education in itself.  I recommend that you read it thoroughly.  It is available on the Tower 

Grant Schroeder 

Pat Ensign 

Gary Alphin flying 

Chris Berardi calling 

Greg Fierst 

smooth takeoff 
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Hobbies website.  Below is a list of airplanes that have been available.  Some may not be currently available. You may be 

able to find old kits at swap meets, or on eBay. 

424 & 426 legal Airplanes 

Quik V6 ARF- http://www.greatplanes.com/airplanes/gpma1250.html 

Viper ARF - www.towerhobbies.com 

Intimidator II - http://www.nationalbalsa.com/Kits_s/238.htm 

Seeker and Hurricane/Venom – custom cut only 

Dawg Gone it, Mad Dog, Pit Bull - www.matneymodels.com/q500.html 

Scat Cat - www.lonestar-models.com 

426 Only  

Vortex - email marcus18992000@yahoo.com 

Bird of Prey - www.calspeedpros.com/Q500.htm 

Slingshot & Shotgun - www.darrolcady.com 

Ninja - www.flycontrolline.com 

Xciter - www.aerocrafts.net 

Neme-Q Plus - www.flyfastcomposites.com 

Sam-Rai - www.sam-rairacing.com/default.asp 

Preparing your Equipment 

Aircraft Set-up: 

The first (and one of the most important) things you need to do to have success in racing is to have a well set-up aircraft so 

that when you give it an input, it will respond correctly. You may also want to set all of your planes up with the same set-up 

so that parts can be switched from one plane to another. A good example would be to drill your motor mounts and 

pushrods in the same location, so if you ever needed to switch engines between planes, it is very quick and easy. Here are a 

few things to pay special attention to: 

a.) Servo screws, grommets and bushings – Make sure all servos have all the screws thru the grommets and bushings and 

that they are tightened properly. If the screws are mounted into wood, use thin CA and harden the holes. You may want to 

replace the servo mount screws with the type of servo screw that have an Allen head so that they are easier to get to and 

replace as needed. 

b.) Make sure all servo arms are at 90 degrees – Whenever you hook up a control surface make sure the servo is centered; 

no radio trims or sub trims are activated, and set the control arm so that it is 90 degrees to the direction of motion. If it is 

not, the surface will not move equally each direction. 

c.) Connect control rods to the servo arms with z-bends – One rule of racing is that only one end of a control rod is 

adjustable, so set the un-adjustable end at the servo. 
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d.) Connect the control rod close to the servo – The closer to the servo gear train you set the rod, the less play and slop you 

will have. This also will give you the best mechanical advantage (more power) and faster servo rotation speeds. 

e.) Set the ATV (travel volume) – Make sure the throw of the servo on all rates will move the surface as much as needed, 

WITHOUT BINDING. Make sure you can shut the engine off with the trims, or with a throttle cut mode. Use a throw 

meter on all surfaces to check that they ALL move the EXACT amounts needed. If the v-tails aren’t exact, the plane will 

not go thru the corners correctly. 

f.) Mount your switch inside – This is a common way to mount the radio switch and it should be operated from side to side. 

This will aid in preventing vibration from turning it off, allowing oils or fuel to short a switch and from keeping the switch 

in an off position during transportation. Use a string to run thru either sides (each direction) or, a wire to turn the airplane 

on or off. If the switch is mounted on the outside, place it away from the exhaust and in a forward ‘on’ position under the 

wing to keep it from being bumped during the ‘push’. 

g.) Keep everything secure – Use zip ties, foam padding and whatever else needed to keep all the wires bound up, receivers 

padded and batteries safe from vibration. Tape or otherwise secure all connections (as well as receiver crystals) in place. 

Keep antennas away from wires and metal as much as you can. Race planes vibrate tremendously. 

h.) Avoid metal-to-metal connections – Use plastic clevises for controls or use a jamb nut against metal clevises as well as a 

thread-locking compound. Try to use nylon bolts instead of metal whenever possible (EXCEPT for engine mounting). 

i.) Use short fuel tubing binders on clevises – Cut a small piece of fuel tubing and slip it over all clevises to make sure they 

don’t accidentally disconnect themselves. 

j.) Gap seal all surfaces – The last thing you need to happen is a part falling off in flight! This is also a very important 

trimming process, as an unsealed surface will change trim. 

k.) Secure fuel tanks and lines – If you use a round fuel tank, silicone it in place to keep it from rotating and cutting off 

your fuel flow to the engine. 

l.) Use a fuel cutoff – Especially with bladder tanks, you need an external way to stop the fuel from flowing. A standard 

helicopter fuel shut off (clamp) works fine. 

m.) Tape over all wing bolt screws – The tape will not only clean up the airflow, but will stop a loose bolt from backing out 

due to vibration. 

n.) Make sure your wheels are free – If one wheel spins better than the other on, the plane will turn towards the one that 

binds on launch. 

o.) Mark the aircraft ID on the outside – If you have the same type of planes with the same color scheme, put a number or 

other indication on the fuselage and wing so you know which plane you are flying! This way you get the right wing on the 

right fuselage and can verify you have the right plane selected in your radio. 

p.) Put your racing and UAV numbers on – It is a rule! AMA number on right wing {1” high min. N (last 2 or 3 numbers of 

your AMA) (First letter of your last name) Example - N92S} or on both sides of the fuselage behind the wing, or your 

NMPRA number on the left wing. You may have both, but you have to have at least one. Don’t forget the new FAA UAV 

number.  It is NOT the job of the CD to enforce FAA regulations, but that doesn’t mean that you should ignore the federal 

requirement. 

Next month we will cover Engine Preparation and Propeller Selection 
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RC Math: 1 Mustang + 1 Mustang = 1 F-82:  by Debra Cleghorn Model Airplane News Editor 

Here’s another great project from veteran builder 

Rick Michelena. This time, Rick does some fun ARF 

math: P-51 + P-51 = F-82! He writes: The great 

element of R/C modeling is this: using your 

imagination allows for any subject to be modeled. Over 

the past 30 years, I have witnessed the tremendous 

change that has occurred in our hobby with the 

introduction of foreign-made ARFs. In fact, when one 

club member showed up with a Giant Scale Planes .40 

sized Mustang ARF, I immediately thought about 

turning this into something rather unique. Here is my 

process for turning two .40 ARFs into an IMAA big 

bird. 

I ordered two.40 sized Mustangs from Giant Scale 

Planes. These birds have painted fiberglass fuselages 

and are available online for only $99. 

 

This photo shows the pre-painted fiberglass fuselages. 

These will make a great platform for my new multi-

engine IMAA legal F-82 twin Mustang. 

 

I have placed the two fuselages on my saw horses. As 

far as dimensions, the original wing span is 53″. 

However, the IMAA rules for a monoplane are 80″.  

Therefore, I am going to slightly cheat on these 

dimensions by cutting my own foam wing. As an aside, 

the stock wings come covered in painted iron-on 

material. In South Texas, iron-on finishes tend to 

wrinkle in the summer heat. Therefore, my collection 

of giant scale warbirds consists of models I have built, 

fiber glassed, and painted. Since I will not use these 

wing panels, I have donated them to another club 

member. 

 

I have been cutting foam wings for 30 years and have 

all the equipment to do this. Therefore, I have cut two 

outboard wing panels for my “stand-off” F-82 twin 

Mustang. I also have cut a foam center section. 

 

I made 3/32″ balsa wing skins and attached them with 

“foam safe” contact cement. I then attached 1/2″ balsa 

strips for the leading edge. I used yellow carpenter’s 

wood glue and taped the balsa planks in place until the 

glue cured. The core on the bottom shows the balsa 

plank attached to the leading edge. The wing core on 

top shows the leading edge after shaping. 
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I ordered a set of Century Jet .60 sized retracts and 

made gear mounts in the foam core center section 

which I had built earlier. As you can see, I used wing 

dowels in the front of the fuselage, and I used a single 

1/4-20 metal bolt on the rear of each fuselage. I also 

made a single center flap that is attached with four Du-

Bro giant scale hinges. 

This is the top of my center section. When I designed 

the wing core, I made channels in the wing so that I 

could route my wires and retract lines. Here is a tip. 

While this wire looks like FUTABA wiring, it is really 

20 gauge security cable. I have a friend who owns the 

biggest home security business in town, and while 

watching him work one day, I noticed the wire he was 

using. It comes as a shielded “four conductor” wire. 

Therefore, I simply strip the covering, remove the 

green conductor wire, and insert the other three wires 

into my drill, twisting them together. As a result, I 

have all the servo wire I need. I simply solder my servo 

leads to this wire during final assembly. 

 

I could not use any of the tail feathers included in the 

kit. Therefore, I simply cut another foam core and 

made some attachment points. Remember that the 

fuselages will be fixed eventually at a given distance on 

the center section. Therefore, the horizontal stabilizer 

will be held in place by pins and bolts. 

 

Here is how my “stand-off” F-82 twin Mustang now 

sits on my saw horses. I will be using Thunder Tiger 

PRO.46 ABCs in this project. Therefore, considering 

that I will be using 10 X 6 propellers, I chose to make 

the center section 24″ long. This means the distance 

between the propeller tips will be 4″. The outboard 

panels are now 28″, thus providing a total wingspan of 

80″ which is the IMAA legal requirement. 

 

As you can see in the frame-up photo, this “stand off” 

F-82 doesn’t look bad. However, it is now time for 

filling, sanding, fiber-glassing, primering, painting, and 

detail riveting. I will save those details for another time 

and possible future article because I have many secrets 

to share. 
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Here is my finished product. I increased the outboard 

panels to make this project IMAA legal. In fact, the 

increased wing area makes it easier to fly. I had a great 

time building this model. Therefore, I am thinking 

about ordering a Top Flite Giant Scale Mustang in the 

ARC version. I will order one additional fuselage and 

build my own center section while using the kit’s left 

and right wing panels. 

Yes, flying RC models is a great hobby. However, I 

also enjoy owning airplanes that are quite uncommon 

at the field. By developing building skills, your next 

dream RC project is only limited by the effort you are 

willing to put forth. 

 
 
 

THUNDERBIRD 2016 CALENDAR 
 

DATE   EVENT     POINT OF CONTACT 
 

May 21   Pylon Race     Gary James/ Sarge Bell 
 
June   Old Farts 
 
July 4   Club Picnic     Club Officers 
 
August   Float Fly (Camp Joy) 
 
    National Model Aviation Day  Ed Kettler 
 
October 15-16  Senior Pattern    Ken Knotts 
 
October   Benbrook Heritage Fest   Woody Lake 
 
November   Texas Electric Expo    Tom Blakeney 
 
November   Winter Float Fly 
 
November 19-20  Pylon Race     Gary James/ Sarge Bell 
 
November   Toys for Tots     Steve Ehlers 
 
December   Christmas Party    Club Officers 
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www.fwthunderbirds.orgwww.fwthunderbirds.orgwww.fwthunderbirds.orgwww.fwthunderbirds.org 

 

President:  James Meadows 

E-Mail: jamslam1099@gmail.com

Vice President:  Gary Cummings 
E-Mail: 

gary.a.cummings@sbcglobal.net 

 

Secretary:  Bill Lake 

E-Mail: wjl728@yahoo.com 

Treasurer:  Chris Berardi        

E-Mail: mikadopilot@gmail.com 
Safety Officer: Mel Wells               

E-Mail: malekat@sbcglobal.net   
Pilot’s Log:  Woody Lake                       

E-Mail: at6pilot@att.net                                   

Club Officers 2016 
 

          
Pres: James Meadows VP: Gary Cummings Sec: Bill Lake  Safety: Mel Wells  Treas: Chris Berardi 

 

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTIZERS 

 

  
Roy’s Hobby Shop  817 268-0210   JT’s Hobby Shop  817 244-6171 
1309 Norwood Dr. Hurst TX 76053   8808 Camp Bowie Blvd. Fort Worth TX 76116 
www.royshobby.com     jtshobby@yahoo.com 
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Guess Who?? 
 

 


